TOSHI KOGYO CO.,LTD.
Product and technology information

Our technology, OLM(Oxide Layer Method), repairs
deteriorated water pipes by using water processing
device “THE BIOWATER”. It is a modernized technology
of Japanese traditional water processing method using
mineral crystals. It enables to reduce clogging ratio of
water pipes by changing rust inside pipes into magnetite.
It stops not only leaking water but also improves water
quality so that you can drink tap water. And it's capable
to improve the quality of goods in case of that they need
water in manufacturing process.
Moreover, the effectiveness of our water improvement
method lasts quite long so that you need less budget to
pipe maintenance.

Company Introduction

We started as a waste water treatment company in 1909.
After the World War 2, we expanded to water supply
business and started water equipment maintenance
service. Through this business, we found that many
customers had much trouble with rust-corroded pipes
because rust lowered water quality. Given this situation,
we developed technology to solve rust problem of water
pipes.
Now, we have completed this technology as “ OLM “ and
it begins to prevail the market.

Company strength

We market our technology as “ OLM “ and produce its
indispensable device “ THE BIOWATER”as well. We are a
maker and at the same time a sales company , which
means that we can carry out construction work of “ OLM “
more accurately than any other construction company.
Regarding to its effectiveness, we always take datas of
what is going on inside pipes.
So we have rich archives of “ OLM” documents and
experiments. We never quit research nor developing.

Company Information
Industry Equipment maintenance technology
Corporate name TOSHI KOGYO CO.,LTD.
Representative CEO Yasuo Tajiri
Capital 30,000,000JPY
Number of Employees 21
Person In Charge Shigemi Tajiri
Head office 25 Miharudai Minami Ward, Yokohama City, Kanagawa pref., Japan
Main phone number +81-045-231-1686
Web address ■ http://www.toshikogyo.co.jp ■ http:///www.biowater.co.jp
Established date 1909
Acquired Certification Quality certificated by Japan Water Works Association
Corporation certificated by Yokohama intellectual property award

Main Clients Japan Railways, Hitachi seisakujo ,Mitsubishi heavy industry,NEC,JFEsteel,
Ebara food industry, Shinjuku Mitsui building group, etc.
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